Public reporting bürden for this collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. 
Good afternoon, I am Jim Thompson from the Naval Air Warfare Center. This morning Dave Benfey, and I will be describing a measurement tool for Generating CAD Models.
-The primary intent of the system is to automate the measurement and construction of accurate physical models of objects/platforms. Laser scanner developed to automate geometry development ♦ Significantly reduce data collection time ♦ Improve measurement accuracy ♦ Manage large models
The Laser scanner was developed in response to a Navy need for Computational Electromagnetic Modeling. Wanted to determine an optimum location for antenna placement on a platform. -A number of communication systems were being installed on various vehicle platforms, such as Chevy Surburbans, HUMVs and UAVs. Since many of these platforms were unique or one of a kind, antenna placement was usually a trial and error process. In an attempt to optimize antenna placement, electromagnetic modeling was employed. -One of the most time consuming tasks in doing modeling is creating a suitable geometry file. The number of data points required in a geometry file is proportional to the size of the platform and the frequency of operation. Generally about 10 points per wavelength -also implies accuracy to 1/10th the wavelength.
-Since cad models were not available for the test platforms, measurements were made manually and translated into an acceptable form to support electromagnetic modeling. Manual attempts at measurement were found to be very time consuming and prone to errors. Measurement errors tended to accumulate.
-The time to generate a geometry file was too long and measurements not accurate, which motivated the development of a tool to automate the process. The initial attempt was the Laser Mapper, which was to provide a means to scan a relatively large platform such as a vehicle. (The system is accurate to 1/4" at 30 feet) For larger models, a number of scan views can be integrated to create a single large model, such as an aircraft.
,...,. 
Wire-Grid Model
-This slide shows a small portion of a NEC input file used for modeling the Sea King Helicopter.
-NEC is a Method of Moments (MOM) code which uses wires as the primary element for modeling.
-The Wire-Grid Model used for this file is shown to the right.
-Notice the large number of wires used to construct this model.
-Generally the wire definitions are entered manually in a text file. The lines starting with GW are used to define the wire geometry. The first column is an identifier for the wire number or tag. The next column defines the number of segments in the wire, for this model only one segment. The next three columns define the x,y, and z coordinates for one end of a wire. The next three columns define the x,y, and z coordinates for the other end of a wire. The last column is used to define the diameter of the wire.
-As you can see, it can be very tedious and time consuming to construct a model.
-The Laser Mapper provides a tool for rapidly determining the physical characteristics of an object in cartesian coordinates, which can be translated into a format acceptable to modeling code being used. This slides shows the potential time savings in generating a model to support Electromagnetic Modeling.
-Typically it can take about 4 months to manually generate an appropriate model of a platform to support EM modeling.
-With the laser scanner, the time to develop a model can be reduced to a few days, which can significantly reduce overall analysis cost and provide timely predictions.
-This time reduction makes a big difference in responding to the needs of our sponsors. Results can now be produced in weeks rather than nearly a half a year.
-At this time I would like to turn it over to Dave, who will be defining the specific technical performance parameters of the system. 
